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Characterization of a 90° waveguide bend using near-field scanning
optical microscopy
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Multiple modes are directly imaged in a silicon nitride waveguide bend using near-field scanning
optical microscopy. Since the high order mode attenuates faster than the fundamental mode, a
transient interference is observed. Local loss at the bend-to-straight waveguide interface is found
and attributed to modal mismatch. The observations are in good agreement with modal calculations
using conformal index transformation. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2126135�
Waveguide bends are frequently used in photonic inte-
grated circuits and optical sensors. Several theoretical mod-
els have been used to investigate modes in waveguide
bends.1,2 Among them, the conformal index transformation
method is regarded as a simple and effective method to solve
for the mode profile. However, experimental observations
have not previously been reported on the evolution of modes
in waveguide bends.

To characterize a waveguide bend, near-field scanning
optical microscopy �NSOM� is used to directly measure the
evanescent field on the upper surface of the waveguide.
The NSOM technique has been employed for straight
waveguides, as well as curved waveguides, to characterize
propagation loss, spatial mode profiles, and modal
interference.3–8 The NSOM instrument used is an �-NSOM
system from WiTec that is able to simultaneously measure
light intensity and surface height. The system has a lateral-
scanning resolution of approximately 10 nm. It relies on a
microfabricated hollow aluminum pyramidal tip to convert
an evanescent wave to a propagating wave by locally
frustrated total internal reflection.9 A subwavelength size pin-
hole centered in the tip is initially aligned to maximize the
signal received by a photomultiplication tube. Similar tips
can also be found in generic atomic force microscopy sys-
tems, but without apertures. A reference laser beam is re-
flected from the tip cantilever to a segmented photodetector
to determine the topography of the waveguide sample. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates a three-dimensional �3D� NSOM surface
height plot of a waveguide bend.

The 90° waveguide bend studied here was fabricated us-
ing traditional sputtering, optical lithography, and etching
processes. The 110-nm-thick rib waveguide core of index 1.8
is made of SiNx and sits on a 2-�m-thick SiO2 lower clad-
ding of index 1.45 deposited on a Si wafer. A 4-�m-wide rib
waveguide core was defined by partially dry etching the sur-
rounding SiNx layer in a CF4/O2 gas. Air serves as the upper
cladding allowing NSOM measurements of the evanescent
field above the core. The waveguide had a centerline bending
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radius of Rc=400 �m. Although this is a 3D waveguide
structure, two-dimensional effective index conformal map-
ping is sufficient to determine the lateral mode profiles. Be-
fore mapping, the waveguide core region has an effective
index of 1.468 surrounded by a region with an effective in-
dex of 1.45, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The inner radius of the
core is R1=398 �m and the outer radius is R2=402 �m. The
angle between the interface where the straight waveguide
enters the bend and the position being studied is �. The
waveguide sample was facet polished and coupled with a
visible, 654 nm, laser diode using single mode �4/125 �m
diameter� fiber. NSOM measurements simultaneously
yielded light intensity and topography images, allowing the
lateral mode position in the waveguide to be determined.
Figure 3 illustrates the intensity distribution in the bending
waveguide segments centered at �=20°, 40°, 60°, and 80°,
with dotted lines showing the measured topographic edge of
the ridge. Each scanned area is 25 �m�25 �m. Strong
modal interference is observed at 20°, but diminishes further
along the bend. Although the bent waveguide supports a
fundamental mode �m=0� as well as a higher order mode
�m=1�, the latter attenuates much faster than the fundamen-
tal. At larger angles ��=60° and 80°�, modal profiles become
smooth, as the fundamental mode dominates the beam
profiles.

A conformal index transformation based on new coordi-
nate parameters u�r�=R2ln�r /R2� and n�u�=n�r�eu/R2 were
used to solve for the waveguide modes in the bend. As a
FIG. 1. �Color online� 3D NSOM surface height plot.
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result, a tilted effective index profile is shown in Fig. 4�a�
with arrows corresponding to the outer �I� and inner �II� core
boundaries. The calculation found only two lateral TE modes
�m=0 and 1� can be supported in this waveguide bend. Ef-
fective indexes for both modes are illustrated in Fig. 4�a� by
two dashed lines, which are �0 /k0=1.461 and �1 /k0=1.454
where �m is the propagation constant for the mth mode and
k0 is the free space wave vector. H-field profiles of the two
modes in the waveguide bend are plotted in Fig. 4�b�.
Dashed lines indicate the waveguide core boundaries. These
modes are similar in shape to those for the straight wave-
guide but are shifted off center toward the outer boundary.

The evolution of the transverse mode profiles is illus-
trated in Fig. 5. The measured values at different angles are
shown as points, and theoretical fitting curves are shown as
solid lines. The intensity profiles clearly show the presence
of multimode interference which decays along the length of
the bend. In particular, at 80° the mode profile is dominated
by the fundamental mode. To extract the attenuation coeffi-
cients for the two modes, �0 and �1, in the presence of in-
terference, the total magnetic field due to the interfering
modes is expressed as H�� ,r�=A0H0�r�exp�i�0Rc�−�0Rc��

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram �not to scale� of a 90° waveguide bend con-
nected to straight sections. The effective index of the waveguide core and
cladding regions are 1.468 and 1.45. The waveguide bend supports two
guided modes.

FIG. 3. NSOM images of optical intensity at �a� 20°, �b� 40°, �c� 60°, and
�d� 80°, from the start of the waveguide bend. Dotted lines denote the
waveguide core boundaries. As determined from simultaneous topographical

scans.
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+A1H1�r�exp�i�1Rc�+ i�−�1Rc��, where A0=0.96 and
A1=3.4 are the relative amplitudes of the two modes, Hm�r�
is the transverse field distribution of the mth mode, and
�=0.74� is the relative phase difference in the modes at the
start of the bend. Relative amplitudes of these modes are
obtained by fitting the measured NSOM intensity profiles.
Similarly, by fitting the evolution of the profile as well as the
combined intensity, it is estimated that the attenuation loss of
the fundamental and the first order mode are 0.46 dB/90°
and 15.1 dB/90°, respectively. The extracted coefficients
produce transverse intensity profiles in good agreement with
the NSOM measurements. Similar to the use of tightly coiled
fibers to strip higher order modes, the greater than 14 dB
difference in attenuation of the first higher order mode dem-
onstrates that planar waveguide bends can be used as practi-
cal mode filters.

FIG. 4. �a� Effective refractive index profile in the waveguide bend. Dashed
lines mark the effective indexes of the guided modes. �b� H-field profiles of
the guided modes in the bend.

FIG. 5. Optical intensity distributions at different positions. Points are

NSOM experimental data and solid curves are the theoretical fit.
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Additional insertion loss due to scatter is found at the
exit interface from the bending waveguide to the straight
waveguide. Figure 6�a� shows a NSOM intensity scan of this
region. At the end of the bend, 92% of the power is in the
fundamental mode, which is strongly shifted toward the
outer boundary. However, in the straight waveguide, the
power distribution is symmetrically centered for all modes.

FIG. 6. �a� False intensity image of waveguide topology around the bend-
to-straight waveguide interface. �b� Contour plot of optical intensity in the
same area.
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Therefore, at the interface, scattered light as well as guided
modes of the straight waveguide are excited, as clearly seen
in Fig. 6�b�. The scattering field is observed to be directed
perpendicular to the straight waveguide. Further study is
needed to understand this observation. However, it is evident
that it may be useful to engineer the exit waveguide to match
the modes of the bend or otherwise gradually shift the mode
toward the center of the straight waveguide to reduce this
insertion loss.

In summary, near-field scanning optical microscopy was
employed to directly image the modes in a waveguide bend.
Interference between the two lowest order modes was ob-
served and fit to obtain the relative amplitude, phase, and
attenuation coefficients of the two modes. Conformal map-
ping of the index profile predicts the modal profiles accu-
rately. Insertion loss due to scattering at the interfaces of the
bend and straight waveguides was found and attributed to the
modal mismatch.
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